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FOREWORD
For the first time, ERES Foundation will be present at the Biennale Arte
as Collateral Event. With the project Medusa Alga Laguna by Danish
conceptual artist Tue Greenfort (*1973), the foundation continues the
Munich exhibition Alga (2021) in Venice. Greenfort´s approach of incorporating the ecological condition of an exhibition´s natural environment
into his artwork interfaces with a core theme of the foundation – the
scientific examination of climate change and species extinction. Venice,
with its lagoon a sensitive ecosystem in itself as well as a city particularly
affected by climate change, is just as much a focal point of the Biennale
event as the foundation´s desire to help preserve Venice and its unique
cultural heritage of arts and craftmanship.
Greenfort’s projects change the way we look at the natural world and
send viewers on an unaccustomed voyage of discovery. In Medusa Alga
Laguna, he focuses on organisms that are native to the lagoons of Venice.
Algae are attributed with properties that could not be more contradictory.
Algae can be toxic and life-threatening, they are considered a superfood
and a possible source of medications, their chemical similarity to petroleum components make them potential suppliers of biokerosene. Algae
live in the sea and in fresh water, but also in the air and even on snow.
Medusae played an ambivalent role in ancient mythology and still fascinate us to this day with their elusive appearance. In the course of their
lifetime, they pass through different stages of development from the
polyp to the jellyfish. They are among the winners of global warming and,
like algae, are of interest in scientific research concerning medicine, cosmetics and nutrition.
The ambiguity and flexibility of these natural life-form‘s provide Tue
Greenfort with the material for his artistic intervention. He explores
human and non-human relationships by thinking about natural manifestations that usually go unnoticed. His fascination with scale and proportions is the starting point for many of his projects. This micro/macrocosm
perspective is also the basis for his installation in Venice, which reveals
to us the complexity of algae and medusae. As pre-human organisms, they
play an increasingly important role in the balance of marine ecosystems
and the global impact of industrial agriculture, which has led to a glut of
nutrients in the world’s oceans – a phenomenon known as eutrophication.
In the Medusa Alga Laguna exhibition, stunning green glass works
hang from the ceiling, delicate paper tondi make traces of algae filtered
from the lagoon visible. Medusae from the glass workshops of Murano
float in space, a plaster cast of the island’s “glass beach” draws attention
to the coast as a biozone, while excerpts from local newspapers illuminate
the current environmental state of Venetian waters. Among his new
works, developed especially for the ERES Foundation, is a depiction of a
wakame alga, counted among the invasive species, in the form of a cyanotype (iron blue print) – a tribute to English botanist and illustrator
Anna Atkins (1799–1871), who was one of the first to work with this photographic process.
His Medusa (2007) made of Murano glass is an earlier work returning to Venice. Given the many years that have passed since then, and in
light of the concept underlying the original project, this provides an
opportunity to examine the current situation. Thinking about time makes
glass an appropriate material. Greenfort’s use of glass is a reference to
the realistic depictions of the Blaschka family of Bohemia. Their botanical
and zoological models – including maritime ones – were extremely popular in the mid-19th century as science teaching models as well as col
lectibles now. Their craftsmanship is still considered unsurpassed. The
glass workshops of Murano maintain a centuries-old tradition to this day.
By having his Medusa made in Murano, Greenfort establishes a temporal
link to 19th-century depictions of nature and yet incorporates modern
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glass, wood, acrylic string
50 x 50 x 300 cm (variable)
photo: ERES Foundation, Thomas Dashuber

tourism. Mass-produced glass objects, including jellyfish, are sold as coveted
souvenirs in the stores of the lagoon city.
Against the backdrop of current philosophical discourses on the
anthropocentric view of the plant world, such as Timothy Morton’s
book “Being Ecological” or Emanuele Coccia’s “The Life of Plants”,
Tue Greenfort’s projects aim to change and question clichéd views that
make up humanity’s self-serving concept of nature. Instead of deconstructing a romantic notion of pristine environments and hierarchical
biological classifications that still prevails today, his artistic work arouses
curiosity about nature as it might be without the conventional human
approach. He brings to light the astonishing characteristics and manifestations of a rather neglected group of living beings, often barely visible
and sometimes even perceived as repulsive. His art does not focus on the
useful aspects of algae and medusae for humans nor the complaint about
manipulation and destruction of the environment in the Anthropocene
but attempts to establish a new relationship and form of communication
with plant life. “We don’t have the slightest idea of what nature actually
means,” Greenfort once said in an interview, adding: “Nature represents
the complex relationship between belonging and the unknown.”
Algae, which have taken so many different paths in evolution
because of their particular diversity and often can no longer be counted
as plants, are, in their contradictoriness to rigid classifications, the ideal
breeding ground for Greenfort in his search for a different form of coexistence between man and nature. His thoroughly artistic approach encourages direct and spontaneous experience of the natural world. Glass as a
material, traditional craftsmanship, scientific images, and the public’s and
media’s understanding of nature are closely interwoven in Tue Greenfort’s
work and are the ingredients of his artistic reflection. And so viewing
his artwork also encourages us to move out of static systems, to change
and readapt. Like algae and medusae have been doing so successfully for
millions of years.
Sabine Adler
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NATURE, OF LATE
Notes on Tue Greenfort’s recent projects

1
Claire Judde de
Larivière, The Revolt of
Snowballs. Murano
confronts Venice, 1511.
London 2018, p. 8
2
Ibid.
3
Thomas F.
Madden, Venice. A New
History, London/New
York 2012, pp. 2, 3 (word
order slightly changed
by the author)
4
See Eugenio
Carminati, Carlo
Doglioni, “The Subsidence of Venice: Natural
and Anthropic Causes”
in Resilience of art cities
to flooding : success and
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experience. Conference
papers (Meeting Rome,
November 4–5, 2014),
Accademia nazionale dei
Lincei 2014, pp. 143–144
5
On this see Reza
Negarestani, “On an
Impending Eternal
Turmoil in Human
Thought”, in Garayeva-
Maleki and Munder
(eds.), Potential Worlds.
Planetary Memories &
Eco-Fictions, exh. cat.
Migros Museum, Zürich
2020, pp. 125–134

6
Valentí Rull,
“‘The Anthropocene‘:
neglects, misconcep
tions, and possible
futures” EMBO reports,
vol. 18,7 (2017): 1056–
1060. doi:10.15252/
embr.201744231,
accessed February 2,
2022
7
See chapter 2
in Donna J. Haraway,
Staying with the
Trouble. Making Kin
in the Chthulucene,
Durham/NC 2016
8
Rull 2017, op. cit

In past and in upcoming projects Tue Greenfort chooses to commission
Murano artisanal workshops for the fabrication of his critical glasswares
of marine species, a place to this day synonymous with glass as art and
vice versa. The emergence of Murano as the ancient world’s glass manufacturing and distributional hub until the 16th century was in fact due
to ecological and public health concerns by the city of Venice that were
already acted on in the late 13th century.
In order “…to remove pollution and smoke that is hard on breathing…”, the industry’s essential furnaces and workshops were evicted from
the main islands of Venice to those on the perimeter which, as is the
case of Murano, apparently welcomed this decree due to the boon this
would bring to that islet’s until then economically and politically rather
peripheral community 1.
Glass as material culture and industry has furthermore from its
inception in the 12th century crystallized the foundations of Venice itself,
as a confluence of mixed ecologies, mercantile movement, natural
resourcing and colonial expansion: “The raw material comes from a mix
of silica (sand from the Lagoon and the nearby rivers) and soda (contained
in ash imported from Syria, made by burning Mediterranean seaweed)” 2.
As the historian Thomas Madden notes, the Venice lagoon is not simply
“a work of art, but a birthplace of modern capitalism”, essentially
conceived and erected on the “marshes of a brackish hideaway… by ragged
bands of refugees”.3
The predicaments by which water and climate are inescapably linked
to so-called “cities of art” like Venice not only continue to present “complex and composite realties…due to their uniqueness as repositories of
cultural, historical and artistic values”4. Moreover, the Venice lagoon’s
exceptionally condensed and heightened paradoxes and contradictions
of global commerce, climate change, art industries and migration flows
thus raise a host of questions and lines of enquiry for a practice like
Greenfort’s that is substantially informed by and responding to these very
systemic “natural” and “anthropic” causes and challenges.
The thing about the anthropocene as our accursed if extremely
unevenly divided share, is that its very definition, occurrence, and impact
actually remain robustly dynamic rather then set in stone in so far as it
is not least on account of human agency that policymaking and measures
towards containing and repairing interlocked environmental destruction
and losses may still be enacted 5. The anthropogenic course/curse “… is a
bet on the future and, as such, its meaning and eventual formalization
depend on the future development of human affairs” 6, the very ontology
and conceptual benefit of any human specificity and affairs being subject
to ongoing extensions, erosions and even tentacularization we might
want to add, as advanced by species philosophers like Donna Haraway and
others 7.
When the Milanese cleric and geologist Antonio Stoppani developed
the concept of the “Anthropozoic” in his 1873 Corso di Geologia, he
“…described how what he called “human relicts” (tools, weapons, buildings,
and products of art and industry) and other evidences of human activities
have been accumulating in the Earth’s surface in recent slumps, lacustrine
and marine sediments, alluvial plains, deltas, marshes, peat bogs, caves,
glacial moraines, or volcanic rocks. According to Stoppani, the “Anthropozoic” era should begin with the stone age with the first appearances of
carved stone.”8, in fact dating the first ur-cene of “our”9 own making long
before the colonization of the Americas, the invention of the steam engine
in the 18th century or the beginning application of nuclear engineering
in the mid 1940s. While as polity and coming community we ought to
better question and move on from turbid origin stories constricting and
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“Anthropocene
is a term most easily
meaningful and usable
by intellectuals in
wealthy classes and
regions; it is not an
idiomatic term for
climate, weather, land,
care of country, or much
else in great swathes
of the world, especially
but not only among
indigenous peoples.”, so
Haraway, op. cit., p. 49
10
As Scott and
Swenson (eds. 2015)
reiterate, Raymond
William’s noted “etymological link between
nature, nation and native—all derived from
the Latin natus, meaning
‘to be born’”—and the
irredentist myths and
movements instrumentalizing this neat trinity—
very much remains on
topic., p. 4 (see f11)
11
Among these see
especially Land, Art:
A Cultural Ecology
Handbook, ed. Max
Andrews, London 2006;
Linda Weintraub, To
Life! Eco Art in pursuit
of a sustainable planet,
Berkeley/CA 2012;
Emily Eliza Scott/
Kirsten Swenson (eds.),
Critical Landscapes.
Art, Space, Politics,
Oakland/CA 2015; and
Sue Spaid, Ecovention
Europe. Art to transform Ecologies 1957–
2017, exh. cat. Museum
de Domijnen
Hedendaagse Kunst,
Sittard/Netherlands
2017. Within this latest
canonization, Spaid
locates Greenfort’s
international entry to
it in the Global Financial
Crisis kickoff 2007:
“During Skulptur
Projekte, Tue Greenfort
inoculates water
pumped from Lake
Aa with iron chloride
before spraying it back
in. Münster/DE
[Germany]”, summariz
ing the project Diffuse
Einträge, which is also
my first encounter with
the artist’s work. Other
high points in Spaid’s
chronicle that year
include: “Olafur Eliasson
purchases a herd of
Icelandic Grey Sheep
to rehabilitate the
Icelandic economy”;
“Myvillages launch
International Village
Shop, ‘a shop with
many shops’ that trade
in goods from local
communities.”; “Roni
Horn’s Library of Water,
100 interviews regarding
weather, conducted with
Icelanders between
2005–2006.”, p. 284.
12
An approach
already reflected in
Greenfort’s Condensation Cube-series the
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artist began in 2005, a
pointed condensation
of Hans Haacke’s by now
iconic Condensation
Cube from 1968, by
which the erstwhile
elemental water gets
swapped out with sitespecifically corporatized
mineral waters that are
all equally owned by The
Coca-Cola Company.
13
See Luke
Skrebowski’s essay on
Greenfort where the
critic assigns Andrea
Fraser the branch of
psychological institutional critique while Greenfort is representative of
ecological institutional
critique in this schema.
The author notes how
ever that Greenfort’s
“…work produces a
sophisticated conceptualization of the problems inherent to the
critique of institutions,
when a clear distinction
between the social and
the natural can no longer
be sustained in such a
way as to bracket the art
system.” In, “After Hans
Haacke. Tue Greenfort
and Eco-Insitutional
Critique”, Third Text, Vol.
27 Issue 1, January 2013,
pp. 115–130, p. 129
14
Ellen Barry,
“Climate Change Enters
the Therapy Room”,
The New York Times,
February 6 2022,
https://www.nytimes.
com/2022/02/06/
health/climate-anxietytherapy.html, accessed
February 7 2022
15
The latest iteration
of which looked to the
state of Bavaria, with
irresistible headings
such as Der Ammersee
Stinkt (Lake Ammer
stinks) and Experte
Erklärt Den Karibischen
Schimmer (Expert
explains Caribbean
shimmer) (both 2021).
16
See also TJ Demos,
Beyond the World’s End.
Arts of Living at the
Crossing. Durham/NC
2020 where contemporary art as case study is
placed at the center of
this wider discussion.
17
See Katharina
Steidl, “Meeresblaue
Abdrucke. Anna Atkins‘
Cyanotypien als visuelle
Medien- und Klassifikationskritik”, in: Fotogeschichte. Beiträge zur
Geschichte und Ästhetik
der Fotografie, Heft 156,
2020, pp. 7–17, 9.
18
The wording, as it
is applied to the Blaschka
glasswares, is Lorraine
Daston’s in “The Glass
Flowers”, her fascinating
essay in Daston (ed.),
Things That Talk. Object
Lessons from Art and
Science, New York 2004,
pp. 223–254
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constricted by the land and the natural 10, Stoppani’s explorations on the
nature of relicts lay relevant groundwork and provide a stepping stone
to trace and think about Greenfort’s recent projects previously exhibited
at the Munich-based ERES Foundation and on the occasion of the foundation’s showcase of the artist at this year’s Venice Biennale.
Greenfort’s practice since the early 2000s has been widely discussed in the
concurrently produced bulk of scholarship on various “environmental”
or “eco-critical” art practices, an ever-expanding spectrum conventionally
traced back to various 1960s land arts as regards a US-Eurocentric realm,
yet one that might as well align with and cite cultural-ritualistic practices
and worldings of proto-industrial “indigenous” communities elsewhere
aeons before 11.
Greenfort’s latest body of work is noticeably modular and as such adaptive
to sites and audiences12. His exhibitions may comprise a fully operative
lab environment for potential visitors to study aquatics up close, elegant
vignettes of sediments of regional water samples, rather formalized
compact earthwallworks assembled from “local” ingredients/debris, handsomely obsolescent cyanotype prints of algae and artfully phosphorescing, hanging seaweeds made from recycled glass.
Noticeable is the engagement with and employment of the conspicuously crafted and tactile that characterizes a lot of these new works, in
turn evocative of Western aesthetic sensibilities and formal escapisms of
the 19th century then conditioned by the charred, “alienating” facets
of the industrial revolution as much as of current cultural obsessions and
investment in the “organic” broadly, symptomatic for the advent of climate
breakdown and attendant anxieties. Making and exhibiting art that expressly draws from and addresses the environmental from within what
at this point undoubtedly presents a wholly institutionalized as well as
hyper-mediated meta discourse or junkspace (Rem Koolhaas) no longer
relies on neat dyads whence to pursue an either “external/ecological” or
“internal/psychological” approach toward any contemporary institutional
critique.13 “Climate Change” has “enter(ed) the Therapy Room” as not only
The New York Times assures or further disquiets us,bringing with it
spreading conditions of “eco-anxiety” alongside accredited fields such as
“climate psychology”14, in turn literally reflected in the site-specific
doom-scrolling/infotainment that Greenfort employs in his tragicomic
series of local newspaper articles covering environmental topics that get
pasted onto shiny aluminum carriers.15 Rather, the intersectionalist and
decolonial realization of the contemporay artist’s and their wares’ entanglement in thoroughly financialized environments comprising cultural
artifacts and natural resources grasped as so many raw materials and data
to be tapped, stacked, and valorized—as (taste)maker, model prosumer/
polluter etc.—is not merely a given but accordingly feeds into devising
aesthetic and work protocols imbued with and instructed by the however
greened logics of 21st century capitalism.16
Viewed from this constellation, the discrete and at turns increasingly
romantic nature of some of Greenfort’s works may not only be simply
relicensed back to their specific (art-)historical quotations and periodic
contexts, but more significantly to their respective paradoxical aestheticism and mainstream potential that the artist in turn consults and
channels: Anna Atkins’ Victorian cyanotypes of algae and ferns, very
much informed in her day by the contemporaneous British and rather
gendered trends of “fern fever” and “seaweed craze”17; the Blaschka family
business’ of the bedazzling “counterfeiting”18 of flowers and sea creatures,
well before surrealist, pop and appropriative takes by Man Ray, Warhol
or Jeff Koons; Robert Smithson’s neatly arranged, earthy-industrial
non-sites, so attuned after all to the “special” viewing and commodifying
conditions of the newly counter-cultural white cube and its freely
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discerning consumers. Discussing the connoisseur-consumer in connection with Rudolf Blaschka’s literally unique fin-de-siècle glass flowers
he would singularly handcraft well into the 1930s, science philosopher
Lorraine Daston notes how due to the artifacts’ sheer supererogatory
perfection out-naturalizing nature—their “extreme mimesis”—these
pristine and once educational objects in the course of twentieth century
modernist paradigm shifts came to “signal kitsch”, appreciated and
theorized as such for representing “an artisanal dead end that inspired no
styles or schools.”19
This is a telling angle from which to newly consider Greenfort’s ongoing
series of commissioning artisanal glasswares depicting jellyfish, beginning
with Medusa (2007) that is modeled on the in some parts of the Mediterranean abundantly and alarmingly present Pelagia noctiluca, or mauve
stinger, an anti-souvenir of eco-systemic shakeup affecting this still widely
prized and seasonally overcrowded region. Artworks not only rise and
crash in varyingly open seas of sales via partly cryptic flows, undisclosed
hands and offshore ports, but more interestingly appear virtually alchemical
in nature regarding their vacillating perception and reception for which
symbolic capital may represent too anthropocenic, that is bourgeois
a concept. We might instead broach the notion of deculturation, as a
process and phenomenon which Pierre Bourdieu himself introduced in
the research on colonizing and colonized cultures he conducted toward
his Sociologie de l’Algérie (1958). Deculturation, historically and struc
turally speaking, is “both the condition and consequence of globalization”.
Hence “globalization decultures and decontextuliazes, detaches things,
isolates them, and throws them into the global marketspace where they
float and reassemble, often in a random way, and connect with other
elements in the most unlikely fashion.”20 To Visual Culture researchers
like Thorsten Botz-Bornstein the past decade’s various transgressions and
ideological shifts named alternative truths, conspiratorial thought and
the unrelenting “kitschification” of everything is but the screen-dependent
metastasis of deculturation began by industrialization and subsequent
digitally augmented globalization. If deculturation— less taken on pes
simistic-culturally but as ontologically perplexing—is brought to bear on
the level of aesthetics and contemporary art, what are we to make then,
of Greenfort‘s glistening freakish-cute vessels floating and encroaching
upon gallery and museum walls, collectors’ homes, catalogue pages
and the discourse on materiality and agency? Are they ironizing eco-critical
kitsch actually, or do they pose somewhat kitschy eco-criticism? As we
divest from dualisms, can they not better be conceived as craft-turnedkitsch detourned to objects by which literally specified instead of
generalized eco-humanist matters of concern/matters of care (Bruno
Latour/Puig de la Bellacasa) are newly addressed and reified?
Daniel Horn

19

Ibid., p. 252

20 See Thorsten
Botz-Bornstein,
The New Aesthetics
of Deculturation.
Neoliberalism,
Fundamentalism and
Kitsch. London 2019,
pp. 2, ix
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EARTHSCAPE (COAST I)
2020

plaster, sand, stones, plant and seaweed, shells
21,5 x 21,5 x 7 cm
photo: ERES Foundation, Thomas Dashuber

as oceans, rivers and lakes, where they are at the
base of the food chain as floating phytoplankton
or phytobenthos attached to the shore. However,
Sea lettuce, delicate sea pens, Asterionella – the
algae have also developed in other habitats.
fact that these names obscure species of green,
As terrestrial variants, they cover surfaces such
red and diatom algae suggests the astonishing
as rocks or trees with films or crusts, and in some
diversity of algae. For more than three billion years, cases they live directly in the soil. Cryophilic
these photosynthetic organisms with cell nuclei
species are found in vast, snow-covered polar
(eukaryotes) have populated the earth. Together
regions, while epibionts prefer plant or animal
with cyanobacteria (formerly “blue-green algae”), hosts. Phycology (algal science) has already gathe
they were probably the first organisms to release
red amazing insights into the evolution, system
any significant amount of oxygen into the toxic
atics and biodiversity of algae. And their potential
primordial atmosphere, thus making life on our
for the future is revolutionary. Research is currently
planet possible. Today, the estimated 400,000
being conducted into their use for new medicines,
species are among the most important oxygen
sustainable energy production, nutrition, cosmetics
producers and thus contribute significantly to
and wastewater filtration. As promising as the
stabilizing the world’s climate. In the course of
positive properties of algae are, the algae blooms
evolution, an overwhelming phylogenetic diversity that keep appearing around the world can occahas emerged, characterized by a wide variety
sionally become a deadly hazard for humans and
of shapes, colors and sizes. Whether unicellular
animals. The causes are man-made climate change
microalgae invisible to the naked eye (e.g. the
and excessive eutrophication of water bodies as
green, spherical Chlorella) or multicellular macro a result of intensive agriculture. This causes algae
algae (e.g. giant kelp, which can grow up to 45
populations to explode, releasing toxins and toxic
meters long and is a species of large brown algae) gases. When the equilibrium of algae as primary
– they are all survival artists. They are pre
is disturbed, entire ecosystems can collapse.
dominantly found in aquatic ecosystems such
Tobias Gingele
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Tue Greenfort
MEDUSA
2007/2014

Murano glass
51 x 42 x 40 cm, Ø 16 cm
photo: KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin

Both graceful beauty and dreaded creature, few
life-forms are as ambivalent as the jellyfish. While
the serpentine Gorgon head of the “Medusa”
has been regarded since antiquity as a means of
warding off evil (apotropaic), today’s perception
of jellyfish fluctuates between fascination for
these majestic beings and fear of painful encounters on a beach.
Biologically assigned to the phylum of cnidar
ians, jellyfish are among the oldest organisms
on the planet, with an almost 600 million year
old evolutionary history. A typical feature of most
species is a generational change, metagenesis,
in which a sessile polyp stage and a free-swimming medusa stage alternate regularly. The
medusa is just one developmental stage in the
invertebrate life cycle. This metamorphosis and
their amazing ability to regenerate and adapt
make jellyfish true survival artists. They inhabit all
of the world’s oceans as well as some bodies of
fresh water in an enormous variety of forms and
colors. From fingertip-sized, transparent plankton
filter feeders to highly venomous, predatory
siphonophores with tentacles up to 50 meters
long, all spherical, cube-shaped or umbrella-like
medusae have one thing in common: they consist
of over 95% water. Their shape is formed by
two layers of tissue, the outer and the inner, housing the stomach and mouth. A gelatinous substance supports these layers and serves as an
oxygen reservoir. Most species have long,
touch-sensitive tentacles, which – equipped with
poisonous nettle capsules – serve to catch prey
and defend themselves. Instead of a brain, jellyfish have a simple nervous system in the form of
a neural network. They are equipped with special
sensory cells that enable them to perceive stimuli
such as light and gravity, to orient themselves,
and to react to food, enemies, or potential partners. More complex species even have eyes at the
edge of the umbrella or at the base of the tentacles. Jellyfish swim by contracting and expanding

Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka, glass model of
luminescent jellyfish PELAGIA NOCTILUCA, 19th
century, Institute of Zoology / University of Vienna
© photo: Heidi & Hans-Juergen Koch, Courtesy
Arne Nowak / Blaschka-Haus, e.V.
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their umbrellas, by which they expel water downward, propelling them. Mostly they simply drift
with the current, which results in so many being
sighted along shorelines.
For approximately 20 years, massive jellyfish
blooms (“smacks”) have repeatedly been observed around the globe, causing not only injuries
but considerable economic problems. One example is the rapid overpopulation of the toxic, pale
purple luminescent jellyfish Pelagia noctiluca,
causing a serious negative impact on the fishing
industry. In summer, in the Mediterranean, these
floating swarms are the nightmare of the tourist
industry. Other species, such as the bioluminescent crown jellyfish Periphylla periphylla, are,
by their great numbers, destroying ecosystems
by consuming the food source of other marine
life and displacing them. Jellyfish invasions can
paralyze the cooling systems of industrial plants
and power stations, but this is also the sign of
ecological imbalance. A lack of natural predators
such as turtles and tuna, whose numbers have
been substantially reduced by overfishing, water
pollution, overfertilization and rising water temperatures due to global warming provide jellyfish
with optimal conditions to reproduce. Instead
of minimalizing the consequences of this manmade disaster, it is getting worse. Certain jellyfish
nets disrupt the circulation of organic substances
in the water. Diving robot/shredders catapult
eggs and seeds into the sea, accelerating reproduction even more. The result is a risky spiral
that affects both native and invasive species
introduced by ships in in their ballast water.
Jellyfish were previously considered biomass
of no importance in the food web. With this
overpopulation, however, scientific research is
now proving just the opposite. Jellyfish are more
than simply food for fish and turtles. Dead specimens (jelly falls) also feed animals on the ocean
floor, increasing the flow of carbon and nitrogen
and are important to the entire marine ecosystem. Explosive jellyfish populations occur where
humans alter conditions. This makes medusae,
like algae, sensitive sensors of the state of the
oceans but also interesting for science in terms
of their potential as medicine, cosmetics and
sources of nutrition.
For a long time, natural history museums
exhibited them as specimens preserved in
alcohol or as glass reproductions. With the beginning of marine research in the mid-19th century,
interest increased but preserving specimens
was complicated by their lack of a skeleton.
Bohemian glassblower Leopold Blaschka and his
son Rudolf, studied their life stages and made
realistic zoological models of jellyfish, squid, sea
snails and anemones. Their work became world
famous and helped the scientific community
in its research at schools, universities and mu
seums.
Jellyfish are undoubtedly climate change
winners, but their ecological relevance is still not
widely recognized. For the good of the planet,
a “new symbiosis of humans, animals and plants”
(Donna Haraway) should be considered.
Tobias Gingele
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Tue Greenfort’s interdisciplinary practice deals
with issues such as public space, nature and
culture. Interweaving these subjects with the
language of art and research the artist formulates
a critique of current economical and scientific
production modes. Fascinated by the dynamics
in the natural world, Greenfort’s work often
revolves around ecological thinking and its history,
including the environment, social relations, and
human subjectivity.
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Courtesy the artist and KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin
A SACCA SAN MATTIA II
2022
plaster, beach debris, Murano glass waste
40 x 40 x 10 cm
B

WAKAME, UNDARIA PINNATIFIDA, I
2022
cyanotype
114 x 84 cm, framed
C

ULVA I
2020/2021
glass, wood, acrylic string
50 x 50 x 300 cm (variable)
Private Collection
C

ULVA II
2021
glass, wood, wire
50 x 50 x 300 cm (variable)
D VENICE LAGOON I
2022
water filtration, algae and
microorganisms on filter paper
Ø 32 cm, 47 x 47 cm, framed
D VENICE LAGOON II
2022
water filtration, algae and microorganisms on
filter paper
Ø 32 cm, 47 x 47 cm, framed
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C
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Tue Greenfort (*1973 in Holbaek / Denmark)
lives and works in Hesnæs/Denmark and Berlin/
Germany.
Tue Greenford has had solo exhibitions at
ERES Foundation Munich (2021), at GL Strand,
Copenhagen (2020), The Museum of Contemporary Art, Oslo (with Toril Johannessen) (2016),
Sculpture Center, New York (2013), Kunstraum
Dornbirn, Austria (2012), Berlinische Galerie, Berlin
(2012), South London Gallery, London (2011),
the Kunstverein Braunschweig (2008) and
Secession, Vienna (2007). He has realized many
public art projects including for the underground
station Breslauer Platz in Cologne (2011) and on
Governor’s Island in New York City (2009). In 2012
Greenfort took part at documenta 13.
Greenfort participated in group exhibitions at
institutions such as the Gropius Bau, Berlin (2021),
Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg (2021), Migros Museum
für Gegenwartskunst, Zurich (2020), Kunstverein
Hannover (2011), Royal Academy of Arts, London
(2009), Bonniers Konsthall, Stockholm (2009),
the Fondazione Morra Greco, Naples (2008),
Skulptur Projekte Münster (2007) and Witte de
With, Rotterdam (2006).
Tue Greenfort received the GASAG Art Prize
in 2012.
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D VENICE LAGOON III
2022
water filtration, algae and microorganisms on
filter paper
Ø 32 cm, 47 x 47 cm, framed
E

I CAPELLI DI VENEZIA, SARGASSUM 	
MUTICUM, V, 2022
cyanotype
40 x 50 cm, framed
F

MEDUSA
2007/2014
Murano glass
51 x 42 x 40 cm, Ø 16 cm
G PERIPHYLLA PERIPHYLLA
2014
glass
20 x 80 x 20 cm
Private Collection
H EARTHSCAPE (COAST I)
2020
plaster, sand, stones, plant and seaweed,
shells
21,5 x 21,5 x 7 cm
Private Collection
I

SACCA SAN MATTIA I
2022
plaster, beach debris, Murano glass waste
40 x 40 x 10 cm

J

STUDY FINDS PROOF OF MAN-MADE
CLIMATE CHANGE
(2008), 2014
inkjet transfer on metal sheets
45 x 74 x 3 cm
J

LAGUNA INVASA DALLE ALGHE
“GIAPPONESE”
PIANTE DI SARGASSUM LUNGHE CINQUE
METRI
2022
inkjet transfer on metal sheets
120 x 52 cm
J

MIGLIAIA DI MEDUSE OCCHIO DI BUE PER
COLPA DELLE OPERE DEL MOSE
2022
inkjet transfer on metal sheets
72 x 69 cm
J

VENEZIA, LA LAGUNA E LE SCARSE
CONOSCENZE DI CHI LA GESTICE
2022
inkjet transfer on metal sheets
70 x 99 cm
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